
MAP USER GUIDE

The map interface is very easy to use. This short guide will explain all of the available functionality.

Tools are arranged on the left and right in the form of blue icons as described below.

One the left are the basic navigation controls:

Panning: The arrows let you pan the map in any of the 4 directions, or you may also click your left

mouse button and drag the map in any direction you wish to pan before letting go of the mouse button.

Zoom Controls: The + symbol zooms you into the map based on the maps current center, while the –

symbol zooms you out. You may also use your mouse's scroll wheel to zoom in and out. Further you

can double click on the map to zoom into a specific point, or you can press and hold the shift button

while pressing the left mouse button in order to zoom to a specific area of the map defined by the box created

when you drag your mouse before releasing the button.

On the right is the layer control:

Layer Control: The + symbol on the right side of the map opens up a list of the maps layers. There are

two types of layers: Base and Overlays. There can only be one base layer showing at a time while there

can be any combination of Overlays. Use the radio buttons and check boxes to choose which layers you

wish to see on the map.

On the map are markers:

Makers: The map has a series of markers that can be clicked on to open up more information about the

feature the marker represents. To close the information window you click on the marker again. To get

more information about the feature the marker represents, click on the link in the maker window.


